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You CAN grow a real green grass lawn in
Spain if you choose the right type of grass!!

ALL LAW NS ARE NOT THE SAME
The advise given on our
website is intended to be a
general guide to the upkeep
of your lawn. However there
are many types of grasses,
many types of soil, and climates throughout the Medi-

terranean areas can change
from valley to valley.

This is why we produce
‘Customised Lawn Repair
Schedules’ for our customers.
For example, some lawn
owners are watering their
lawn too little and some too
much. So it is not possible to
go into enough detail on
the website to cater for specific needs.
This is why we designed our
‘Customised Lawn Repair
Schedule’ to address the
specific issues of each lawn
problem.

schedule is written, taking
into account the specific
needs of each customer and
the specific problems that
he/she is having with their
lawn. It is easy to follow, and
is explained step-by-step.
Most people with lawn problems do nothing in the belief
that the problem will sort
itself out. Unfortunately in
many cases this does not
happen, and the financial
investment in your lawn not
only starts to evaporate, but
your lawn also starts to become an embarrassment.

As its name suggests, each

This schedule assumes that
this work is being carried
out by the client or his experienced local gardener At
the appropriate times we
deliver our products to you,

door to door.
The project not only explains
how to repair your lawn but
it can be used every year as
a yearly calendar of lawn
care, for the life of your
lawn.
The cost for our ‘Custom
Lawn Repair Project’ is only
150 euros and is supplied
electronically in PDF format.
Separately, we supply a costing for the supply of all the
products required in the project. All products are sup-
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Special points of interest:

 Each project addresses
your particular lawn
problem.
 Each Project is specifically
written for your future
lawn requirements.

h ow t h e S C H E D U L E WO R K S
Each treatment or process in
the schedule is applied or
followed and is signed off as
complete by the lawn owner
and sent back to us, so that
we may monitor the progress. Thus at every stage of
your lawn repair program
you are in control of your
lawn repair.

Inside each Schedule:

plied to meet with your project deadlines and are delivered by post or courier door
to door.
Plus: Each project
comes with extra tips
and tricks for lawn
care that are not published
on the web site, saving you
time and money.

www.lawnsinspain.com

 Weekly monitoring
means that if any of the
treatments or processes
need modifying, then an
alternative can be easily
implemented.
 UNLIMITED advice on
your lawn repair, until
fixed.

To start your lawn repair
call us on: 676 863 778

